
It’s no secret that UTVs have issues with belt life and we have developed a product to help solve this.  

 

Every time your belt is excessively heated, its properties are forever changed.  The next time your belt 

has a chance to cool it will become stiffer and as a result, it will create even more heat and friction the 

next time you run your machine.  This eventually leads to belt failure. 

 

Monitoring the belt temperature is also a great indicator of clutch tuning and performance. Cool belts 

are an indicator of efficient clutching and maximum HP delivery to the rear wheels.  Misaligned clutches 

will cause excessive friction to the sides of the belt resulting in excessive heat and premature failure. A 

poorly tuned clutch setup with the wrong weights, wore out rollers, or even a wore out spring could also 

contribute to belt slippage, generating excessive heat. Until now, there hasn’t been a way to monitor 

the ACTUAL belt temperature in real time. With our new Belt Temp Gauge and Sensor this is now 

possible. 

 

Attempts have been made by others to get at this data by monitoring the air temperature inside the 

clutch cover. In our initial research, we found that this was not an accurate indicator of belt 

temperature. While a 200 degree air temperature inside your clutch cover is a good indicator that your 

belt is hot, we found that belts can heat AND cool as much as 80-DEGREES in a matter of SECONDS! This 

rapid heating and cooling cannot be measured by a thermocouple inside your clutch cover. Clutch 

covers have also been redesigned allowing more air to flow through the cover. This compounds the 

problem. When you introduce more cool air into the clutch cover, the difference between belt and 

clutch air temperature becomes even greater.  

 

Our Patent Pending design uses an infrared temperature sensor to view the belts temperature in real-

time. Our software analyzes the temperature and compares it with data tables we have stored in 

memory.  This algorithm will alert the user when they are running too hot. Ignore your Razorback Belt 

Temp Gauge and you may be the guy 100 miles in the backcountry with hopefully just a blown belt, and 

not a blown out cover or damaged clutches. 

 

A $249 gauge is worth the extra belt life you will get. It’s worth avoiding the damage done when a belt 

fails. And most importantly, its worth the time you will save swapping out a belt on the fly, or paying a 

shop to do it.  

 

As always, with Razorback Technology you know you are getting a quality made product: Engineered, 

Machined, Soldered, and Assembled right here in the USA.  We don't use plastic, we use steel and 

aluminum.  We use scratch resistant screen covers engineered after bullet proof glass.  Most 

importantly though, we've built them to survive all of the extremes you will take them to.  That's why 



we have no problem guaranteeing our work for the next 3 years.  If your gauge fails you in the next 3 

years, don't worry - we will fix it or replace.  No hassles. 


